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It is proved that ff strongly compact ardinals ale consistent, then it is consistent that 
the fb~t such cardinal isthe first measurable. Onthe othat hand, if it is consistent toas- 
mlne the existence of supcrcompact cardinal, then it is consistent toassume that it is the 
t~trst rongly compact ardinal. 
O.lntroduction 
The cardinal ~o has many properties which makes it "large" compared 
with smaller cardinals. Naturally there arises the question about the 
existence of other cardinals, which are "large" in the same sense. Most 
of the definitions of large cardinals are motivated by this kind of question. 
The systematic study of those properties of 60 which can generalize to 
other cardinals is pursued in Keisler-Tarski [3]. Special attention is given 
to the classes of ordinals which are now known as inaccessible, weakly 
compact, measurable and strongly compact, respectively. 
A quite natural generalization f measurable cardinal was introduced 
by Reinhardt and Solovay [ 11 ], namely the supercompact ardinal 
What is the relation between all these large cardinals? 
Quite easily it follows from their definitions that they are ordered in 
a natural hierarchy. Every weakly compact is inaccessible, very measur- 
able in weakly compact, every strongly compact is measurable, and every 
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supercompact isstrongly compact. Can these implications be reversed? 
In most of these case~ the answer is no. Relatively easily one can show 
that the first weakly compact is not the first inaccesible, the first mea- 
surable is not the first weakly compact, and the first su~ercompact  isnot 
the first measurable. What about strongly ~ompact? Is its definition equiv- 
alent to measurable? Even if not, is the first strongly c~'~apact necessarily 
greater than the first measurable (a problem posed by Kiesler-Tarski)? 
Is the definition of strnngly compact equivalent to that of supercom- 
pact? Is the first supercompaet cardinal necessarily greater than the fn-st 
strongly compact cardinal? (Problem posed by Reinhardt and Solovary.) 
The first problem was partially settled by Hrbacek-Vopenka [2] and 
Kunen [4]. Hrbacek and Vopenka proved that it is consistent o have a 
measurable cardinal which is not strongly compact. Hence being strongly 
compact is not provably equivalent to measurable. Kunen proved that 
strongly compact is not even equiconsistent to measurable, namely if it 
is consistent o have a strongly compact cardinal, then it is consistent o 
have many measurable cardinals. 
T.K. Menas in his thesis [9] partially s~tfied the second problem. He 
proved that if it is consistent o assume a cardinal which is even stronger 
than supercompact, namely extendible, then there are many strongly 
compact cardinals which are not supercompact. Even more under the 
same assumption it is consistent hat the first strongly compact is not 
the first supercompact. (Menas work motivated part of this work.) 
in this paper 'we settle both problems by showing that the notion of 
~trongly compact cardinal is a "singular point" in the hierarchy of large 
cardinals. The axioms of ZFC do not determine whether it is the first 
measurable cardinal (in which case it is not supercompact), or whether 
it is the first supercompact (in which case it is greater than many mea- 
surable cardinals). The exact formulation of the results is: 
I. If it is consistent o assume the existence or strongly compact car- 
dinal, then it is consistent o assume that the first strongly compact is 
the first measurable. 
II. If it is consistent o assume the existence of supercompact ardinal, 
then it is consistent o assume that it is the filSt strongly compact. 
These results do not settle all the questions that can be asked about he 
relation between supercompact, strongly compact and measurable cardinals, 
typical open problems are: 
A. Are supercompact ardinals and strongly compact cardinals eqal- 
consistent, i.e., does the consistency of strongly compact cardinal imply 
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the consistency of  supercompact ardinal? The informed guess is that 
tile answer is " 'no".  
B. What about the second (third, ...) strongly compact; can it be the 
second, (third, ...) measurable? 
J. Stern has proved [ 17] that under the assumption of  existence of 
extensible cardinal it is consistent to have two strongly compact cardi- 
nals, the first is supercompact but the second is not. It is also consist- it 
to have two strongly compact which are not supercompact. 
Let us give a brief sketch of the proof of i and II In both cases we use 
a generalization of  a method of Prikry [ 10]. Prikry introduced a forcing 
notion, which, when used, change the cofinaiity of  a given mea_surable 
cardinal to co without collapsing any cardinals. We generalize Prikry 
method to forcing notion which changes the cofinality of each member 
of  a set of  measurable cardinals to co without collapsing any cardinal. 
For proving I we use this forcing notion to change the cofinality of  every 
measurable cardinal below the first strongly compact o w. (Hence none 
of them remains measurable.) We are able to shbw that no new measurab~,e 
cardinals are created by this process and that the strongly compact car- 
dinal is still strongly compact in the generic extension. Hence this strongly 
compact cardinal is now the first measurable. 
To prove 1I, we use a theorem of Solovay [ 16], which claims that 
every singular strong limit cardinal above a strongly compact cardinal 
satisfies G.C.H. Using a method of Silver [ 15 [ we are able to get below a 
supercompact ardinal, ~, an unbounded subset of  measurable cardinals 
which violate G.C.H. In the process we are able to keep ~c supercompact. 
Now we use the generalization of Prikry forcing to change the cofinality 
of each of these measurable cardinals to co. No cardinals are collapsed 
so these ex-measurable cardinals till violate G.C.H.; they are now singular an 
and we are able to show that they are still strong limit. Hence, by Solovay's 
theorem there is no strongly compact cardinal below ~c. Again x remains 
supercompact, so we get a model in which tc is supercompact and the first 
strongly compact. 
Both for proving I and for proving I1 we use ideas of  Kunan-Paris [5]; 
in 1 for showing that our cardinal is still strongly compact; for I1 showing 
that it is still supercompact. 
In Section 1 we introduce notations and basic lemmas. In Section 2 
the iteration process of Prikry forcing is described and technical facts 
about it are proved, hi Section 3 we prove that the first strongly compact 
can be the first measurable, and in Section 4 we show that the first super- 
compact can be the first strongly compact. 
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t .  Notation, definit ions and preliminaries 
We shall try to make our notation as standard as possible. Greek lower 
case letters will denote ordinals. • is reserved for ordinals which are car- 
dinals. We use superscript to relativize a set tb--ret ieal  not ion to a given 
model thus pM(A) is the power set of A in the ~¢nse of M. P(A) is the 
power set ofA.  ~ is  the eardinality of the set A. R(c0 the collect!on of 
sets of rank < a and Pa(A ) is the family of all subsets of A of cardinality 
< a. F I" A is the restriction of  the function F to A. a ~ the first cardinal 
>a.  V is the class of all sets. 
We assume familiarity with forcing techniques and their basic proper- 
ties. We are not committ ing ourselves to any particular approach to 
forcing, e.g. via Boolean algebras extensions of countable models or syn- 
tactically defined forcing relation, p It- @ is always interpreted as "p 
weakly forces @". However, we shall refer to "forcing terms appropriate 
for a given forcing not ion" without further specification, assuming that 
every set in the generic extension is realization of  some forcing term. In 
many cases we shall not distinguish between the member of the exten- 
sion and the term denoting it. V will always denote the ground model, 
whether we take a Boolean valued extension or assume V to be a transi- 
tive countable model, which is extended by Cohen extension to V[G]. 
In this section we may be incline,d towards Shoenfield approach to 
forcing ([ 14]). I f  G is ~-generic for some forcing notion 9, V[G] is the 
eor~-spc.lding extension of V. 
The large cardinals we deal with are measurable, strongly compact, 
and supercompact, t¢ is measurable i f there exists a ~ complete non- 
principle ultrafilter on ~¢. (We use the terms "measure" and "ultrafi lter" 
interchangeably. Of course we mean {0; 1} measure.) It is well-known 
(Keisler-TarskJ [3]) that i fu  is measurable then ~ has a normal measure, 
where a normal measure means that every function f :  ~ ~ ~ such that 
f (a )  < a for c~ ~ ~, is almost everywhere constant. It is also well-known 
that if ~ is measurable than ~ has a normal measure which gives measure 
0 to the set of measurables < g. 
is strongly compact if every x-complete filter in the power set of 
some set can be completed to a u-complete ultrafilter. An equivalent 
definition is: For every ~c < ~ there exists a fine measure on P~(~), where 
a fine measure is x complete measure with the property that for ~' < 
the set {P I P E P~(#), 7 ~ P} is o" measure 1. ~ is supercompact if for 
every ~ > x there exists a fine mtasure on PK(#), with the additional 
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property that it is normal, i.e., every choice function on P~(#) is almost 
everywhere constant. (~ with normal measure on P~(~) is called ~-super- 
compact.) We use a different definition of  supercompactness as given by 
Lamina 1.1 below, t~ is ~.reducible i f g < ~ and there exists a < fl and 
elementary embedding ] of <R(~), e) into <R(~I), e) such that r is in the 
image o f /and j - l (K )  is the first ordinal moved by L 
I.emma 1.1. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) • is supercon,pact, 
(b) x is ~-reducible for every [3 > ~:, 
(c) g is ~-reducible for unboundedly many 13's. 
The proof of this lemma actually appears in [8]. The same proof with 
trivial modification yields: 
Lamina 1,2. Let ~ be supercompuct. ~> ~. A 1, ..., An E R((J), D a closed 
unbounded subset of  ~, Then there exists ~ < K and ] which is an elementary 
embedding o f  (R(a) e) into (R(B)e> such that ~, A 1, ..., A n are in the 
range of  L 1-1(~) ~ D. 1-1(~) is not supercompact and it is the .first ordinal 
moved by L 
The proof is like the proof of [8, Lgmma 3 or 4]. For the part '7-1(~) 
is not supercompact" one can use, [7, Lemma 15]. 
If U is a o~ t complete ultrafilter on a set A we can form the ultrapower 
VA/U (see Scott [ 13]) which is a well-founded structure and isomorphic 
to a transitive class M. There is a natural elementary embedding of V into 
Va/U, which induces an elementary embedding of  V into M. We shall not 
distinguish between M and VA/U, and between an element of M and the 
equivalence class of functions which represents it in VA/U. 
We now note tt,at forcing techniques can be described in R(~), provided 
13 is a cardinal even though R(~) is not a w~odel of ZFC. In particular, we 
have the following two lemmas: (where KG(a) is the realization function, 
defined in Shoenfield [1417: 
Lemma 1.3. Let {~ be a cardinal, 9 be a forcing notion in R(~) and G be 
9-generic over IF. Then 
(a) for a ~ R(~) Kc(a) ~ R vi i i  (13) i.e., the realization o f  a term ~n 
R(#) ts in R(~); 
(b) every element in R vlGl (~) is K G (a) for some a ~ R((I) 
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Proof. (a) Can be proved by induction, using the inductive definition of 
xa. 
(b) ls proved by construction by inc~action a sequence of set {av).t<¢: 
rank(a./) < rank (5~) + co - - ' /</3,  
Ka(a)  = R via l (7)  .~ 
The following lemma is the de inability lemma and can be proved in 
the usual way that definability is defined for forcing relations. (See [ 14].) 
I.emma 1.4. Let  ~b(x v ,.., x n ) be a formula o f  set theory. There exists a 
/ormula o f  set theory "~(x  ~ ..... x n, P, p) such that i f  ~ is a cardinal, the 
,following are equivalent: 
(a) R(~) ~ tp~(a I .. . . .  a n, P, p) 
b) P is a forcing notion in R(#), p ~ P, and 
p iV- RVl al (~) ~ ~(Ka(aQ,  ..., Ka(an) ) . 
(I.e., forcing of  statements relativized to R vie ] (~) can be defined in R(~) 
and the definition is uniform in ~ and the forcing notion.) 
Note that we consider the partial order of the forcing notion to be 
such that larger conditions give more information about the generic ex- 
tension Air') note that we can define an element of V[G] by specifying 
w/rich conditions force a given term to be a member of this element. We 
have to be careful that i fP  IV- r :  = ;'2 and P It-" r I ~ A, then P i~- r 2 ~ A, 
A subset of  the ordinal a is called stationary in a i f  it intersects every 
closed unbounded subset of ~. The following lemma is an immediate 
generalization of Fodor's [ 1 ]. 
1.emma 1.5. Let  a be a regular cardinal ( w < ~ ). A c_ a is stationary sub- 
set o f  a, F: a ~ Pro(a) such that for every 6 ~ A, F(6) c 6. Then there 
exists a stationary subset A'  o f  A such that F is constant on A'. 
2. Iterating Prikry forcing 
Given a set A of measurable cardinals. In this section we describe a
metlmd of iterating Prikry forcing [ 10] so as to get a forcing notion, that 
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will change the cofinality of  each member of A to to. 
By induction on u ~ A we define a sequence of forcing notions 9,~. In- 
tuitively, 9~ will be the set of conditions used to change the cofinality 
of  every member ofA oct. We shall he able to show that a remains mea- 
surable in every 9~, generic extension of V, hence we shall pick U~ which 
is a forcing term always denoting a normal ultrafilter on a, using ~'~ we 
can change the cofinallty of  a be to and thus define 90 where/3 is th~ first 
member ofA > a. One of the main points of the whole construction is 
that every bounded subset of ~ is generated by forcing with 9,  and the 
later stages do not introduce any new bounded subsets of a. 
For each ~ ~ "4 fix U~ which is a normal ultraf'flter on *¢, which does 
not include (= gives measure 0) to the set of measurable cardinals below a. 
Let a o be the first member ofA. 9~ is any trivial forcing notion (a 
forcing notion which does not introduce any new sets). U% is a term 
denoting U,~ . 
Assume t~at 9 a and ~ are already defined for ~ ~ A c~ a, (e ~ A). 
Each 9 a is naturally endowed with partial order <t3 but we shall omit 
the ndex ~ and use '< where the index is determined by context. 9 a is 
the set of all sequences of the form: (p~, Aa)a~ 4c~a where Pa is a finite 
increasing sequence of  elements of ~, p~ is different from the empty se- 
quence for at most ,finitely many ~'s. A a is a forcing term appropriate 
for 9~ such that every condition in 9t~ forces that Aa ~ ~?z and that 
every element in Aa is larger than every ordinal in the range ofp#. Ini- 
tially it seems like we should consider a proper class of possible A~'s but 
we note that there is a natural equivalence relation between the possible 
A~'s, (A a ~ A~ if every condition in 9~ forces Aa = A~) and we can pick 
a set of representatives to the equivalence classes of ~ .  So assume that 
A~ is a member of this set of  representatives. One way of picking this set 
of representatives is by noting that every An, which is supposed to de- 
note a subset of/3 corresponds to a function from ~ into P(9t~) × F(gt~). 
Any reasonable way of  picking these representatives will do. 
9~ is inter, deal to change the cofinality of  each member of A n c~ to ¢0. 
pa is an approximation to an to sequence that eventually will be cofinal 
in ~. A a is the set of possible candidates for continuing pa. We keep a lot 
of options open by requiring that A~ will be large in the sense of the 
measure ~a' Note that the exact identity of  At~ depends on the particular 
to sequence.~ we picked for cardinals in A n/3. 
In order to simplify notations denote A n ,  by E. The order relation 
on 9 ,  is defined (Pa, A a)~Ee extends (~) (qa, Ba)a~e i f  for every ~ ~ E, 
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pa extends qa as finite sequences, every condition in :~ forces that Ba ~ Aa 
and if (n, p) E Pt~ - qa, then (P-r, B'rLr~En# ~-" P E A/1. Under this defini- 
tion 9a is not exactly an ordered set but a pre-partially ordered set be- 
cause we can have P < Q and Q < P without P = 12, but a trivial passage 
to equivalence class will take care of that. Note that our inductive defini- 
tion of ~(~< a) is such that if (pT. A~)T~ E is in 9,~, (P'r, A-~)~En~ is 
in 9a fo r~ E. 
If P, Q E ~,  P= ( p#, Aa)~ E, Q = ~ qa, A~)a~£, P< Q, we define the 
distance function between P and Q (t P - Q I) to be defined o.--i E by 
IP - '  Q l~)  = length qa - length pa. Note that IP -  QI is 0 except for 
possibly finitely many arguments. The possible distance functions are 
well-ordered by the inverse lexicographie ,order: f<  g if for the last [3 
such that f(~) ~ g(~),f(~) < g(~). We now start proving that a is still 
measurable in any extension using 9a as the forcing notion. 
Lemma 2.1. Let ep be a statement in the forcing language appropriate 
for 5~ , and P E 9a. Then there exists a condition Q which decides ~, 
Q :;~ Pand tP - QI is the zero-functio~t. 
(Q decides • if Q II- ep or Q I~- -I~.) 
Proof. Let us introduce some more notation p o q is the concatenation 
ofth~ se~r2er,=es p and q. If P= (p~, A~)a~,, P~ 9~, and 7 ~/27, then 
I" '~ is < PO'; A~)a~gn'~" If G is ~,~ generic filter G t 7 is the set 
{P ~" It I P ~ G}. It is easy to see that G ~" 7 is 9~ generic if G is 9 a generic. 
As usual we shall not distinguish between G t ~3 and the term (which is 
in V) appropriate for 9 a which denotes it. 
Fix # ~ E. In V[G t" #] we define a partition of P~(Aa). (We actually 
mean that we describe a term appropriate for 9t~ which is always realized 
as the required partition. We assume P ~ G. ) F depends on ~ but we shall 
omit the index, 
F ( (~ < 82 < . . .</5 })= 0 
if ~here xists a condition Q ~ G ~" ~, Q = ( q'r' C'r)*s~'na nd #.~ for 
3' ~--- E - # (the sequence {B~ r } is in V) such that if we define q# = p# n 
n (8~, ..., ~Sn) andq,  =p.~ ( for7 ~ 13) C.{ =B.~ for 'r  ~ E -  {3, then 
<q.~, C~>~ e I~-- ~. 
F({81 < ~2 < ... < ~Sn}) = 1 
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if there exists a condition Q E G r ~, (the sequence {fiT} is in V), 
Q = (q-t. C, )~ ~,~'ne and t3, for q, ~ E - ~ such that if we define 
qa = pan < ~ 1, ..., fin ) and q~ = P't (for "/' * ~), C.~ = B. t for 7 ~ E - #, 
then 
(q~, C ).te~. li'- "3~p , 
F I{51<5 I . -<~n})=2,  
if the first two cases fail. 
F is well-defined in V[G t ~31 because the first two cases in the defini- 
tion are exclusive. If  both cases hold, we get Q1, Q2 ~ G t' ~, B.t, 1, B.:, 2 
for "I ~ E -- g such that if  we define 
SI = QI u ((p~ n (~1, ""' ~,t )' Ba,l>) u {(p./, B.t,I)}.r~E_(~+I), 
$2 = Q2 0 ((p: n ($1, '", 5n)' B¢1,2)} u ((P-t' B'y,2)}-/~E-.(e+D' 
then S l I~ <b and S 2 II-- 7eP. Let Q be a common extension of Ql and Q2 
in 7.t~ which exists since Ql and Q2 are members of the same ~o generic 
filter. B,, 1 and B,,:~ for .,/~ E - ~ are terms appropriate for 7.'t, which 
are forced by ever:, member of  7', to be in U.~, which is forced to be an 
ultrafilter on % Hence if D.y is the term which canonically denotes the 
intersection of B.t, ! and By,., then D r is forced by every condition to be 
in ~7.~. Define 
S =Qu ( (Pent~P ' " '~n>'De >)u ( tp , ,D  >},eE_(e+l). 
S is ctear]y in 5~ a and a common extension ors  I and $2, hence S II- ¢ 
and S II- q~, we hence derive a contradiction and F is well-defined parti- 
tion. 
By the right induction assumption, in V[G t #], ~ is a measurable car- 
dinal and Ua is realized as a normal ultrafitter over/3. Hence by Rowbottom's 
Theorem [12] there exists in V[G I" j3] a subset B ~ A~, B ~ Ua, such that 
B is homogeneous for F. i.e., 
F((51 ..... 5n)) = F((/z ~ ..... ttn}) forS~ ..... ~n,ttl ..... gn~B.  
Since such a B can be found, no matter which is the particular G I" ~, 
there is a canonical term B a appropriate for 9# such that every condition 
in ~# forces: 
B# c_ A~ ^  B~ ~ U~ ^  B e is an homogeneous set for F .  
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We claim the condition Q = ( p~, B~)a~.~ to be the required condition (clearly 
Q~ :~a). Assume Q does not decid~ ¢b, hence Q has two extensions R
and S such that 
R ~- 4~ S 1~YeP, 
and assume that the distance function~ IR - QJ and ~S-- Qt are as small 
as possible. We claim that JR - QI and IS - Qt are the constant function 
0. I f  IR - Qt is not constantly g, let ~l, .-., flk be a monotone numera- 
tion of  the elements of  E, on which JR - QI is not 0. We are going to de- 
fine R' such that R'  II- #P and IR' - QI < IR - QI ,  hence we get a contra- 
diction to our assumption that I R - QI is the minimal anlong the R's  
which force 4,  and therefore IR - QI is the constant function 0. Let 
Let {~i I, ..., 6n} be a monotone numeration of the range ofra - p9 
where 81 ..... 8 n are forced by R r ~ to be in B~. Clearly R 1" {3 It" 
II- F(81, . . ,  cSn) = 0, hence, since B e is homogeneous for/Z 
R t ~ lI- F(#l , ..., pn) = O for every #j ..... lan 6 B a . 
Now argue inside V[G t #]. (We assume of  course R ~ G). For  every 
#l , . . . , ,UnEB~wecanf indQp t g E G ~' ~' and a sequence B~e~"'"un, 
7 ~ E - ~, such that i f  for V ~ ~"-' ~ we define q~ = P'r (for 3' ~- ~), 
q~ = p~ o ¢:'a, "-,/~n), ther. 
e . . . . . . .  = O ......... U (~q,, e~'""'~>} I~ ~ 4 .  
(The mapping #1 .... .  #n, 7 ~ B~ . . . . . . . .  i s  in V[G t ~k])" Each B~ ....... ~ is 
realized in V[G r #] as an element of  U a, which is a normal ultrafilter on 
/3. Hence the set 
r o = ~ I~e.~ . . . . . . . .  t~rUl ..... U,, < ~s  6 8.  
Let T a be a term appropriate for 9g which independently of G ~' # is 
realized as B n T a. 
Similarly, if we argue inside t/'[G ~' p] where p ~ E - (6 + I ) we can 
define 
L = fl B . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  pl,..., gn ~B~ a 
(Note that the sequence #t, ..., t~n ~ B~" ' - "  is in V[G t" #], hence in 
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VIG t 0])- A~ume that Tp is a ~erm appropriate for ~p which always 
is realized as T~ n Bp. 
If we define R' = < r'~, T~ E where r~ = r,~, T.~ = C~, for 7 ~ E n 
and, r~, = p~ for 'y ~ E - /3 ,  we claim that R' ~¢.  Obviously IR' - Qi < 
< ~R-  QI. 
If R' does not force ~, let R" = (r~, D 7 ~ ~ be an extension of R'  
which forces "?¢I,. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
l = length (r~) -- length (pa) ~ n let {bt I ..... ~t t) be a monotone enumera- 
tion of  range (r~) - range (Po)" 
Now argue in V[G t ~] assuming R" e G : Q~,...,un is defined and is 
a particular member of  G r ~, and (~uat"'"un}e, ~_ ~ is a particular se- 
quence in It', hence Qu ,.:.,un is compatible with R" t j3, and we can as- 
snme Q~v....,n < R" ~ ~. Hence s nce 
R" t fl I]'- ' (#n*l '  """/'tl) C .,. T~ - #n + 1 ... c Bg'~,'",,~n _ #n "I- I ,  
R" t p It- range (%) - range (p~) c T c B~V'",un 
ior 0 ~ E -  (13 + t))  and 
Dp~Tp fo r0~ E - f l ,  
is forced by every condition, we get that e~t,...,l~n ~ R" which contradicts 
,,., ,Un " 
Comp etely analogous argument proves that S - QI is the zero furtc- 
tion. The last statement means that R is of the form < pT, C7)~ and S 
is of the form < PT, F~>7~E therefore th,~ condition 
X = (p~, C~ N F~)7¢ E
is a come.on extension of S and R, hen :e X It- ~ and X it- qff~. Contra- 
diction to the assumption that Q does r~ot decide ¢~. [] 
Lemma 2.2. Let P~ = (p~, A~,~)~ e be a sequence o f  membe.s of  79a, 
5 < r~, where ~1 < [J ~ E Ps ~ ~ is constant. Then there exists a common 
extension P, o f  the Pa, 5 < rl, whose distance from each o f  them is the 
zero-function and P ~ ~ = P-t t (L 
Proof. For 7 ~ E, there is a term B r which alwaysdanotes the intersec- 
tion ofA~,~(6 < rt). B~ is always forced to be in U,~, because for 7 < 
all A..~ are the same, hence B .  is equal to each of them. For fl < 3' it 
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follows from the fact that U't is forced by every condition to be 3' com- 
plete, but r /< ~ < 3'. The condition P = (p~, B~).t~ E is the required con- 
dition, 
The next lemma essentially implies that bounded sub~,e~rs of13 ~ E are 
constructed from G r 8. 
l.emma 2.3. Let [3 ~ E such that (l is not a limit point o f  A, P=~p~,A ~>~- 
9~ and • is a statement in the forcing language appropriate for ~o. 
Then there exists an extension Q Gf P sueh that 
(a)P~I3=Q t f3, 
(b) I P -  QI is the zero function, 
(c) Q = < p~, B~>~Et; decides 09 up to G t fL i.e. i f  Q ~ Q' and Q' decides 
~b, then 
Q' ~u <p~, B )~e~_ o
decides • (the same way as Q'). In other words the truth of  qb "det :,nds" 
]ust on G t O provMed Q ~ G.) 
Proof. Since ~ is not a limit point of  E we can find ~ < 13 such that 
E n O - ~t) = 0. The cardinality of 90 is at most 22n which is less thant3. 
(Remember that 13 is measurable, therefore inaccessible.) Let Tp for 
P < U = ~ r: : ~ znumeration of  all the elements of  9a. Let (for P < ,.u) 
P = T# u (p~, A >~,~e_~. 
Apply Lemma 2.1 twice and get R o such that IR o - Po I is the zero- 
function and R o decides the follo~ing two statements: 
(I) "There exists Q E G, Q = (q.~, C~>.~ E such that T o u (q~, Cv)~,  ~ 
tl-- ~."  
(II) "There exists Q ~ G, Q = (q~, C~>~e E such that T o t~ ( qv, C~)~E_ 
IH "~q,." 
Let Ro = ((p~, B~t )}./~ , It can be verified that R~ can be assumed to 
satisfy R o t [3 = T o. Let Q~, be the condition P t ~ u (p~, B~>~E_ ~. By 
Lemma 2.2 we get a common extension of all the Q'os: 
Q = (p~, D,r),r~z 
such that Q l" ~ = P r ~ and its distance from P is the zero funchon. We 
claim that Q has the required property. 
Let Q < Q' and Q' decides ~. Assume Q' I~ ~p. (The case Q I~ "q~b is 
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completely analogous.) Q' ~/3 = Tp for some p < V, hence Q' forces: 
"There exists Q" ~ G, Q" = ( q.y, C~>.~_e such that 
(Q' itself is that Q"). We claim that S = T, u (p~, D~)~EE_ a I~ #P. Other- 
wise there is S < S', S' I~ -]~. But since R~ < S. S' decides the statement 
(/), We can't have Rp ~- 7( / )  because Rp is compatible with Q', as can be 
easily verified, hence Rp ii- (/). Therefore S' [I-- (/). The last statement 
implies that there is T = ( q~. C,)velr compatible with S' such that 
W = Tp u (q~, C~>~ E_ t~ It- qb. But S' is easily shown to be compatible 
with hi'. (Note that T< S' ~/3 and therefore an extension orS '  and T is  
an extension of  I¢. ) Hence we get a contradiction to the assumption that 
Sl~- d9.C3 
I.emma 2.4. Let/3, P be as in Lemma 2.3 and (#Pa}p<n be a sequence of  
statements in the forcing language where ~1 </3. Then there exists an ex- 
tension of  P, Q for which the conclusions of  Lemma 2.3 hold simulta- 
neously for each dot, 
Proof. r/applications of Lemma 2.3 and one application of Lemma 2.2 
yield the result. [] 
"Theorem 2.5, I f  G is a generic filter in 9 e, then t~ is measurable in V[G]. 
Proof. We use ideas of Kunen-Paris [5 ]. U,, is a normal ultrafilter on 
such that {/31/3 E a,/3 is not measurable} ~ U a. We omit the index a in 
/.~ (U = U~). We prove that in V[G] (where G is 5t generic filter) U,~ 
can be extended to a normal ultrafilter. Un will be the term which always 
denotes this extension of  U~. 
Since U is a normal ultrafilter on a we can form the ultrapower V~/U 
and its transitive isomorph M, j is the canonical elementary embedding 
of V into M. By definition o f  U, 
M ~ ct is not measurable. 
Hence since A n a is a set of measurable cardinals, ~ $ ](A f~ cO. We can 
assume that a is a limit point of A, otherwise the cardinality of 9a < a, 
hence a is measurable by the results of  Levy-Sohivay ([6]).  Let 13 be the 
first member in ](A r~ t~) - n, which exists since A c~ ~ is unbounded in 
and ](a) > a, 
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./(~,) is a partially ordered set in M defined in M from ](A n ~) the 
same way as 9¢, was defined from A ¢~ a = E. Hence notations like 
P t 3", IP -  QI etc. make sense in M for elements of  1(9¢,). We shall not 
make a distinction between i', I1, etc. applied in g to 9,~ or in M to/(~va). 
Note that/(P) J '#=P foreveryPG 7~a, and for Q G /( ga ), Q r ~ ~ 7~ 
and ](Q r ~) is compatible with Q 
We are ready to define ffa by specifying which conditions force which 
element to be in it. Let r be a term appropriate for 9~ and P e ~.  
Clearly 1(/9 ~/ (9a)  and/(r) is a term appropriate for j(9~). 
P It- r ~ U~ if and only ifP ~- r ~ a and there is Q ~/(9~), ](P) ~ Q 
such that I/(P) - QI is the zero function, 1(t9 t/~ =/(Q) t ~ and 
Q It-- ~ ~/(r).  
(We can omit the requirement/'(/9 < Q without changing the scope 
of the definition because Q satisfying all the other requirements is com- 
patible with/(P).) Ua is well-defined because P I[- r = r'  and P ~ r ~ Ua, 
by/being elementary embedding/(/9 It-/(r) =](r'). Hence if/(/') < Q 
and Q I~- a ~ ](~'), then Q I~-[0") = ](r'), therefore Q IF- a ~/(r ') .  ~c, at- 
ways denotes an a complete ultrafilter because if  rp(,o < r/< a) is a -~e- 
quence of terms: 
PIP- ,O r =a ,  
a<n ~ 
then 
](P) II-- pU<~ i(rp) =/(a) .  
We used the fact that/("/) = 3' for 3' < a. Apply Lemma 2.4 in M for/(P), 
# and the sequence of statements c<E i(r~) (p < r/) and get Q E/ (ga)  
such that 
(a)Q r #=/(P) P#=P, 
(b) IQ - / (P ) l  is the zero-function, 
(c) If Q' extends Q, Q' decides e ~ j(ra), then Q' t/3 u (Q - Q r #) 
decides the same statement. 
Since Q ~ O~,<o j(r~) =j(a) and a < j(a) there is Q < Q' e j(ga) and 
a < r/such that Q' I~ a ~ j(ru), but by definition of  Q 
R=Q ' ~#~(Q-  /g l~- a~l (q ) .  
We kn~w that Q' I" tJ~: 9~, and it is easy to check that P~ Q' t ,6. We 
claim that 
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We know that R ~ a ~/ ( r  o) but/(Q' t/3) < R, (R t t3 = Q' t/3) and 
tR - ](Q' t/3)1 is the zero function. (The last statement can he verified 
as follows: for 7 ~ ](A o cO, the finite sequence in R corresponding to 3" 
is empty unless 3" < a, and the same is true for ](Q' I'/3) but for 
3" < ~IR  - ](Q' t /3)1 (3") = 0 follows from R t/3 = Q' t/3). Hence 
Q' r/3 ~- 1-~ ~ ~,~ by definition of  U~. We proved that we have an exte~- 
sion of P which forces rp ~ U~ for somep < 7. Hence U a is a complete. 
Similar but easier arguments show that Ua is closed under enlargements 
and it does not contain either the empty set or any singleton, nor a set 
and its complement. It follows that U~ is a nonprinciple, a complete 
ultrafilter on a. Thus a is measurable in the extension. By Keisler-Tarski 
[3l a has a normal measure, in fact we can show that U~ i t~ l f  is such a 
normal measure. In this proof we use ¢t q~ ](A o a). We did not use it for 
showing that/~a is an a complete nonprinciple ultrafilter. 
Let P It- " r  is a function from a into a and r(3") < 3" for every 3" < ez". 
We show that P can be extended to a condition Q such that for some 
~5<a 
Q t~- ~ J ~3") = ~ ~ ~.  
Let #Po be the sequence of statement (O < a) in the language appropriate 
for ~ 
'1,  --- i(~)(,~)=p. 
(Note that the sequence <~o)~<~ is in M. since M is closed under ~ se- 
quences.) ~ < ~, hence we can use Lemma 2.4 in M and get Q ~ j (~)  
such that: 
(a) j (P) < Q, 
(h) IQ .~ ](P)l is the zero function, 
(c) Q ~/3 =/(P) t t3 = P, 
(d) 1 f Q < Q' and Q' decides 4po for some ,0 > a then Q' t/3 u (Q - P) 
decides qb. 
Since/(r)  is forced by ](P) to be a function from/(cO into/(a)  such that 
./('r) ("/) < 3" for3" <] (a )  we can find Q ~ Q' such that 
Q' l l ' - ] ( r ) (~)=p fo rsomep<c~ . 
By definition of  Q, 
R=Q ' t ~U(Q-P)  ~ / ( r ) (~)=p.  
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But since/(p) = p, 
R f~-as  {~'</ (~) / ( r ) (V )=p)=/ (~t '~ < a , - (V )= #)) .  
By arguments we had before P < Q' r (~, R ~" ~ = Q' ~ ~. IR r (3 - / (Q"  r ~)~ 
is the zero function hence by definition: 
P<Q'~n-{ 'y lT<a, r (~)=p}EU . 
Therefore U,= is a normal ultrafilter on a and can be used in the definition 
ofg~ for8  ~A - (a + l) .t3 
The set of  forcing conditions i;~ which we will deal will be 9~ where 
~: is some measurable cardinal such that A ~ to. The proof of  the following 
lemma is standard: 
Lemma 2.6. I f  G is ~ generic than in V[ G ] ~he cofinality o f each a ~ A 
isco. 
So our forcing conditions really change the cufinality of each member 
of A to w. 
3. The first strongly compact can be the first measurable 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be 5~ generic, ~ a measurable cardinal #7 V[ G ]. 
Then ~ is measurable in V. 
Proof. Since ~ is inaccessible in V[G] it is inaccessible in ~ We can of 
course, assume ~ e: ~, ~ CA. We distinguish several cases: 
(1) ~ > c~, in this case ~,~ < # and we can apply the results of  Levy-- 
Solovay [6] to get that fl is measurable in K 
(2) ~ < a but ~ is not a limit point of A. Let/3' be the first member of  
A - ft. We know by Lemma 2.4 that every subset ofl~ and every subset 
of  P(#) is in V[G ~ ~']. Let 3" = (,4 ca #)=, since ~ is not a limit point of  A. 
It can be checked that 7'~, < 2 ~' < I~, hence again since ~ is measurable 
in V[G ~ lY] and G i' I~' is 9~,, genetic, by [6] ~ is measurable in K 
(3) ~'~< ~and 13 is a limit point of A. Let U be a term appropriate for 
9,~ denoting a ~ complete normal non-principle ultrafilter on ~. 
Assume without loss of generality that the minimal condition of  5~ a
forces U to be a normal ~ complete non-principle ultrafilter on ~. (Other- 
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wise we have to assume that every condition mentioned in the following 
proof forces U be a/I complete normal non-principle ultrafilter on ~.) 
Let "t E A n ~. In V[G f 7] we define an nltrafilter F:, on P(j3)n V[G :' '~]. 
(Note that G i" 7 is ~ generic, E = A c~ ~.) For Q E ~-t: 
Q ll- A • P~ if and only if there exists a scqu ~.e (Bs )~e_ .  * 
such that Q u ( $, Bs>~.  ~ A E U . 
The fact that b'~ is well-defined is trivial. 
Lemma 3.2. F~ is a 3, complete ~7on-principle ultrafilter on P(~) n V[ G ~ 7]. 
Proof. Let P • "~,. P Ib "{A 8 )~ < ~<~. is a sequence of subsets of ~ and 
Us<xA~ = ,6". We prove that there i sP< Q and ~ < 3, such that 
Apply Lemma 2,4 for P'  = P u (4), P)p~E-~, 7 and the sequence of state- 
ments ~4~ E F'.,(6 < h) and get a condition Q (~ ~a such that 
(a) F ~ Q, iP' - QI is the zero function, 
(b )QVq,=P '  ~7=P,  
(c) if Q < T decides 'A, ~ F'.r, then T i" 7 u (Q - P) decides the same 
statement. 
Q has the form Pu  ( ~, Bp)p ~E---t for a certain sequen,~e of terms 
(Bp)p~£_.r. Since U is forced to be a ~ complete ultrafilter, there is an 
extension of  Q, T, and 5 < ~' such that T II- A, ~ U, but by definition 
of Q: 
T~Tu(Cp,  B )oeE_ ~ ~[- A ,  ~ U . 
By definition of F~ this means 
P 6 T t "~ It- A s ~ F, r . 
Similar arguments show that F~ is closed under extension, does not in- 
clude any singleton and a set and its complement. 
We resume the proof of Theorem 3.1. If 3' ~ A, ~, is not a limit point 
of A, ~ < % We can use the argument of Levy-Solovay [61 to get that 
there is one condition P~ ~ 9v such that for every set A ~ V, A c 
either 
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(hence P,~ !~-/3 - A ~/7, ). (We use a L immediate variation of  [6, Lemma 
11 ].) For 6 ~ ~ - A, "y(~) is the first member ofA - 6, P-~{6) is of  the 
form (p~ B 6)p ~En,r¢~) = E n 6 Note that/3 - A is a stationary subset 
' 0 . 
of/3. (It contains for instance very ordinal o l  cofinality ~. )  For 6 ~ ~-A  
let H(8 ) = {.a~ ... . .  ps,~ } where ,0~ ... . .  t~ enumerates monotonically the 
indices such that ~ ~ ~b By Lemma 1.5 there exists a stationary subset 
D c_/3 _. A such that Pl = P~ = -.. = ,On = Pn are constants for 6 E D, n =n 6. 
Apply Lemma 1.5 again n times we get a statiouary subset D' o lD ,  such 
that for 6 E D' p^. = p~. are constant. (Note that p ,  are finite sequences 
of  ordinals ~ &) Define pu = ~ for .u ~ Pl, ..., Pn. In V we now define a 
complete non-principle ultrafiltel on ~. 
A ~ U if  and only ff  there exists a sequence (B o )p~E such that 
(Po' BD)p~-~ It-" A ~ U. 
I.emma 3.3. U is a ~ complete non-principle ultrafilter on [3. 
Proof. The fact that U is forced by every condition to be non-principle 
/3 complete ultrafilter immediately implies that U is closed under exten- 
sions, does not include any singleton and a set and its complement. Let 
{A,},7<~,< ~ be a family of  subsets of/3. tJn< x A n = ~. We prove that for 
some rt < X, A n ~ U. Let 6 be a member o fD ' ,  X < 6. By definition of  
P-t(~) we know that Px(~) decides all the statements "A n ~/(v{~l" fo r~< ~. 
We cannot nave P.~{~) II-- A n $ F.t¢,) (for all r /< X) because Fvi,) is a 7(6) 
complete ultrafilter on ~3 in V[G ~ 7(5)] and the sequence {.,In }n<x is in 
V c_ V[G ~ ";'(<5)]. Therefore P-r(*) ~ An ~ F-t{s) for some r~ < X. By deft- 
nition o f f  (,) it means that there exists a sequence {C ) ~B such that 
{p~, Co)a~g t~- A~ ~ U where p~ = ~ for p > 6. Since 6 ~ D'. pp = p~, 
hence by definition of U, A n ~ U. [] 
We showed that in V there is a ~ complete non-principle ultrafilter 
on ~. Hence/3 is measurable in V and Theorem 3.1 follows. 
The proof of the next theorem ~s a generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
Theorem 3.4. Let a be strongly c6mpact cardinal A any set o f  measur- 
able cardinals, A C_ ¢~. 9a is defined as in the last section. I f  G is 9~ gen- 
eric then in V[G] a is strongly compact. 
t~'oof. We should prove that in V[G] there is a fine measure on P¢,(13) 
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for every/3 > -~, Let U be a fine measure on P~,(3) in V. As usual form 
the ultrapower VP~(~/U and its transitive isomorph M. / is the usual ale- 
mentary embedding of  V into M. Let B be the set in M which is repre- 
sented in VP~a~/U by the identity function I(P) = P. It is easy to check 
that B C i(3), ~M <j(~).  The fact that U is fine implies that (/(3") i~ < ~ c B. 
In V[G] define U as follows: 
P ~ r ~ U if and only i fP  It-- "r c p~la] (3) and there is an extension 
Q of/(P) (in 1(9,~)) such that IQ - ,i(p)l is the zero function Q r 6 = 
= j(P) ~ 6 = P (where ~ is the first member ofj(A o a) - a) and 
Exactly like in the proof of Theorem 2.5 we cart prove that U is a 
complete ultrafilter on p~[Ol (fl). (In fact it is an ultrafilter which con- 
centrates on P~(3), because B is a member of  Pl~)(/(3)). 
The only fact that should be verified is that U is a fine measure. Let 
3' < I~. Let r be the term denoting the set {S I S ~ P,~(#), 3' ~ S}. / (r )  is 
the term appropriate for ](9,~) which denotes the set 
( s i s  ~ el~)(i(~)), i(3") ~ s} . 
Clearly B ~ j(r)  is forced by every condition in/'(SDc,~because B C_/'03), 
< i(a),/ '(7) E B, hence every condition forces r ~ U which shows that 
U is a fine measure. [] 
Theorem 3.5. I f  ZFC ÷ "there exists a strongty compact cardinal" is co~*- 
sistent, so is ZFC + "'there exists a strongly compact card#lal'" + "the 
first strongly compact cardinal is the first measurable". 
Proof. Let a be a stiongly compact cardinal is a model of ZFC. Let A be 
the set of measurable cardinals <a ,  From 9~ as in Section 2 and use it 
as the forcing notion to generate a Cohen extension ViG] of V, where 
G is ~ generic filter. By Theorem 3.5 we know that e is strongly com- 
pact in V[G]. By Lemma 2.6 every cardinal which is measurable in V and 
< a is of  cofinality co in V[ G ], hence not measurable any more. By Theo- 
rem 3.1 every cardinal which is measurable in V[ G] was measurable in V. 
Hence in V[G] there are no measurable cardinals <c~. Thus we showed 
that V[G] I ~ "~ is strongly compact ^  a is the first measurable cardinal".l:3 
Corollary 3.6. It" ZFC + "there exists a strongly compact cardinal" is con- 
sistent hen ZFC + "the Hanf number of  L~l,% is less than the first mea- 
surable" is consistent. 
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PrOOf. It is well-known that the Hanf number of L~,~ is less than the 
first strongly compact cardinal. El 
The consistency of  "the Hanf number of L~t,,~t is greater than the 
first measurable" was proved by Kunen [4]. 
4. Preserving supercompactness 
The basic lemma which allows to preser'e supercompactness in Cohen 
extension is the following (which is a varia ~t of Lemma 1.4, Kunen- 
Paris [5]). 
],emma 4.1. Let] be an elementary embedding o f  R(tO into R(~), where 
a and [3 are cardinals. "~ is a partially order~ d set in R(ct). r et G' be j(9) 
generic over V and G = (p I p E 9, ](p) E G'}. Assume G is ~ generic 
over V, then in V[G' ] there is an elementary embedding/' o f  Re l c,,I (a) 
into R giG'] (l~), which extends ].
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 we know that every element in R 71GI (~) is the 
realization of a term which is in R(a). ]' is defined by: 
]'(KG(a)) = K G,(l(a)) 
1' is w~ll-cl'fined because i fp  ~ G andp I~- K6,(a) = KG(b), then 
i(P) iN KG,(j(a)) = K G,(l(b)). (We used Lemma 1,4 which says that 
forcing is defined in R(a) and R(/~) respectively) but i fp  ~ G, then 
](p) ~. G'; hence if  K6:(a) = KG(G), then j'(KG(a)) =]'(KG(G))./' is into 
R vtG'l(o) because l(a) is in R(/3) and by Lemma 1.3 the realization of a 
in R(~) is in R via'] (~3). 
The fact that/ '  is an elementary embedding is proved similarly from 
Lemma 1.4. I fp  Ik- "RV[Gl(a) W qb(a I ..... an)" , then R(a) ~ 'P¢(a l, .... an,7~, p) 
(where ~ is a formula given by Lemma 1.4) but since] is elementary 
embedding 
R(,G) wq%(J(al), ...,](anl,,i(),](p)). 
Hence 
j(p) IP- ¢P(J(al) , ..., ](a n)) . 
The last statement shows that ] '  is elementary embedding since p E G 
impiies j(p) ~ G'. [2 
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In the application we shall have for Lemma 4. I, R rIG] (¢~) will oe 
equal to _q VlC,'l (a), hence we shall get an elementary, embedding of  
R v[Gq (a) into R via'l(13) which extends L
Theorem a.2. Let ¢¢ be a supercompact cardinal There is a Cohen exten- 
sion V[G] of  V such that V[G] ~ "'~¢ is supereompact"and "there s an 
unbounded subset o f  ~¢ o f  measurable cardinals which violates G.C.H," 
We omit the proof. Proofs of  similar Theorems appear in T.K. Means 
[9]. (See, for instance, Theorem 4.18 there.) A short argument can be 
~ven as follows: By Silver [15[ it is consistent that ~¢ is supercompact 
and 2 ~ > ~¢+. By standard argument of  Reinhardt-Sohivay [ 11 ] there 
is an unbounded subset of ~¢ of  measurable cardinals < ~¢ which violates 
G.C.H. (In fact, we can get the model required the present Theorem 
without blowing up 2~.) 
Let ~¢ be a supercompact ardinal and A ~ x, A unbounded in g, every 
member of A violates G.C.H. and it is measurable. Without loss of  gener- 
ality we can assume that no member of A is a limit point of A. (This is 
achieved by passing to a certain subset of A which is still unbounded in 
to.) Another assumption that we can make is that i fa  is a limit point A 
and a is not supercompact then ~ is not 3' supercompact, where ~' is the 
first member of  A > a. The last statement can be handled by using [8, 
Lemma 1 ] which claims that i ra  is 3, supercompact for all 3' < ¢¢ ther, t~ 
is supercompact, hence i f~ is not supercompact we can find a < 7 < ~¢ 
such that a is not ~' supercompaet, so by "thinning" A we can get a sub- 
set which is still unbounded but ifc~ is a limit point of A and a is not 
supercompact, then a is not 7 supercompaet if 3' is the first member of 
A>c~. 
Let 9~ be the set of  conditions formed as in Section 2, using ti~e set 
of measurable cardinals A t2 ~1¢}. 9~ was, of course, defined using a se- 
quence of normal ultrafilters e, Ua)a~A " Note that we can assume that 
every member of  9~ is a subset of R(x). 
Theorem 4.3. I f  V is countable, there is a ~ generic filter G such that 
is still supercompact in V[G]. 
Proof. We first pass to a certain subset 5~'~ of 9~. 9'~ is the set of  all mem- 
bers of 9~ of the form (p , ,  A~)~_a such that A~ is a term which denotes 
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a particular set in V. We shall not distinguish between the term and the 
set denotedby it. Clearly A a E Uc, because Aa was supposed to belong 
to U~ but U a extends U a and A • V. 
Claim: (9'~, < ) is co final in t 5'~, < ). 
Proof o f  the claim: (Pa. B~)~A • 7~K. B~ is a term appropriate for 
~a which is forced to be in ~r by every condition, a is not a limit point 
of A. (No member of  A is.) Hence ~,~ < t~. Hence by [6, Lemma I0] 
there is a set A M • U~ such that A,~ c B. ~'e can assume that every con- 
dition forces ~a C_ B. (For every. P let Ap be a set in ~ such that 
P ~- Ap ~ B if  thc~,e is such Ap. A¢ = ~ otherwise ' /,E~c, A/, C B' is 
forced by every condition but p~t~ A a • U,~ since 7,~ < ~.) The condi- 
tion (p~, A~)a~ A clearly extends tp2, B,~)~,e.4, hence the claim is proved. 
B~, the claim we can force using ~'K as the set of forcing conditions. 
Define 9'~ from :9,~ the same way as ~'K was defined in terms of 9~. 
Again we can show that :9~ is cofinal in 7'~. 
For every ~ > r,/3 a cardinal we ~an find by lemma 1.2 a/a which is 
an elemerotary embedding of  some R(aa) into R(~) (for some a~ < x), 
]~1(~:) is the first ordinal moved by/a and 7"~, ~ U,Q~.A are in the image 
of] a. In addition]~q(K) isa limit point of A and it is not supercompaet. 
(Note that the set of limit points of  A is closed and unbounded in r.) 
Sinc~ ::,~rc are just ~ possible as and/~1(~) we can get one ~ end one 
such that/~t(tQ =6 for unboundedly many ~Ys. Similarly since/~ maps 
R(~ + 2) into R(~ + 2) and there are boundedty many such maps, we 
can assume that there is a map/ '  such that for unboundedly many ~'s, 
/' r" R(6 + 2) =la ~R(5 + 2), ~0 = a,/~-t(~) = & 
Assume that ~ is such that a~ = ~3, j~-t(g) = 6 and j~  t R(6 + 2) =j ' .  
We shall omit the index in/o and denote it by/. It can be easily checked 
that ]-~(<Ua))~,eA is < U,~>a~a~,/-~(9', ) is 9'~ where 0 is the first mem- 
ber ofA > & By Lemma 2 in [8] 5 is supercom~act for every u < c~. By 
the assumptions that we made on A we get u < p. By Lemma 2.4 applied 
inductively every set in FIG] hereditarily of  cardinality c.p is in V[G rp] 
Hence since every member o fR  rl61 (~) is hereditarily of cardinality <p. 
(Note that p is inaccessible in It, and a < p.) We get that RV[61(a) = 
= RVlO~ol(a). 
Since we plan to use Lemma 4.1 we show that we can get a 9'~ generic 
filter G'  such that the set G = ,[P ~ P • 9 '  o, ](P) • G'} is a 7"~ generic 
filter. (Note ](9'o) = 7"K.) We shall achieve it by getting G' such that 
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G = (P I P ~ 9'~, I(P) ~ G') is exactly G' t p, which is known to be 9'p 
generic, 
Let < A t >~ n 6 be a sequence of  sets A~, ~ U~. It is easy to see thai 
l(( A~)z ~_4,6 ) is of  the form < Bz )z ~A where Bz e U~ and B~ = A u for 
ta < 8. The cardinality of  all sequences of  the form (Az)u~Ans, A ,  ~ U,  
is 2 ~ . (Clearly 28 < a ,~ p,) For rl E A - 8 let 
C~ = n (Ct there exists a sequence (A~)ueAn6, A t ~ U u, 
J((A~))~,~n 6 =<B~)u~l, C=Bn}. 
C n ~ U n because 'r/~ p > 26 , (Note that 8 is not in A as a limit point of  
A. ) For r/~ A o 8 let C n = n. The sequence S = (¢, Cn)n~ is in 9'~. Note 
that by our assumption on a, O, Ja, S does not depend on a, ~:, or L Pick 
G' to be any 9'g generic such that (0, Cn)n~A is in it. We claim that 
a= {p~p~ ~',,/(p)~ G'} =a'  ~ p. 
Let P = ( Pu, Au )u~A 08 ~ 9'p. j(( p~, Au~_A~6 )) is of  the form ( q~, Bu)~a,  
where < Bu)ue A =/(< A~))~,~An~, qu = P.~ for tx < 8. q~ = ~ for Ix > 6. (The 
latter statement follows from the fact that Pu for ~t ~ A n / t  are different 
from ~ just for finitely many t~'s, hence qu,/x ~ A is different from ~ ex- 
actly where p~, q= q~.) Note that by definition of C~. C~ c Bn for rt ~ A - ~. 
If P ~ G' t .o, then P = Q t p for some Q ~ G' but then if  Q' ~ G' 
is a common extension of ( O, C n >n~l and Q, it can be shown that 
j(P) ~ Q', hence i(P) ~ G', which implies P ~ G. On the other hand if  
PC G. then,/(P) ~ G' but/(P) t ~ =P, hence P~ G' t' 8. 
All the assumptions of  Lemma 4.1 are satisfied, hence in V[G'] we 
can find an elementary embedding of R ~[GI (a) into R VlG'I (#) which 
extends/'. But p, Zla] (a) = R vlo'] (a) hence ~¢ is # reducible in V[G']. 
Since the construction of  G' did not depend on/~ (the only requi;ement 
was S ~ G') provided a a = ¢4, j~z(~) = 6,/~ ~' R(8 + 1) = ]'.  We get that 
is ~3 reducible for unboundedly many/~'s in V[ G']. By Lemma 1.1 t~ is 
supercompaei in V[G']. 
Lemma 4.4. I f  G is 9~ generic, then 
(i) FIG] has the same cardinals as V; 
(ii) a cardinal which is a strong limit cardinal in V is still a strong limit 
cardinal in VIG]. 
Proof, For ,o ~E A u (~). l fA  ,'~ p c_ '7, then 9 a satisfies the "/+ chain 
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condition because i fP  = <p~, A6)6~,~n p, then Q = (q~, C6 >~Aa p are 
incompatible <p~ ~np and (qs)6E.~np must be different (otherwise 
by Lemma 2.2, P and Q are compatible). The cardinality of possible 
~P~)~..4a6 is at most % Hence every subset of ~r of  mutually incompa- 
tible conditions is of cardinality < % 
Let 3` be the first cardinal in V which is not a cardinal in V[G). As- 
sume there is one.) h is successor cardinal because a limit of cardinals is 
always a cardinal, say h = p÷. We cannot have 3` > ~ because by standard 
forcing arguments, ince ~ satisfies the i¢ + chain condition, 3` is a cardi- 
nal in V[G] (see Shoenfiald [14]). Hence 3` < ~ let ~ be the first member 
ofA - 3`. (Note that 3. ~ A.) By Lemma 2,4, every subs~: ofa` in V[G] 
is in V[G r ~], hence 3` is not a cardinal in V[G J" ~]. (The mapping of a 
smaller cardinai onto X can be coded as a subset of  3`.) G J" ~ is 5a~ gent.tic, 
and since A t3/3 c p + 1, ~ satisfies the ;~ chain condition, hence 3` is a 
cardinal in V[G I" B] which is a contradiction. (iX) is proved similarly b:¢ 
noting ~ o < 2 2v fo rB~A ifA c~ B(:  7, hence forlz the cardinality of 
its subsets in V[G f" B] is at most the cardinality of all functions from g 
into the P(9~) × P (~)  which is atmost (2 ~ × 2rr)  ~' = 2u.2~ (exponel~tial 
in the sense of I0. 
If 3` is a strong limit cardinal in V, then if  ?~ > ~ in V[G}. 2u < 2 ~,2~ < ~. 
£ar all # < X, hence ~. is still a strong limit cardinal in V[G]. If 3` < g, let 
# < ~. and p the first member ofA >/~. By Lemma 2.4 every subset of/z 
in ; '[~1 i~ in V[G r ~] therefore due to A c~ ~ c_ # + 1, 2 ~ in V[G] satis- 
fies: 2 ~ < 2 ~''(~*~) =(2~) ~ < 3`. Thus 3. is shown to he a strong limit car- 
dinal in V[G]. [] 
~l heorem 4.5. I f  ZFC + "there exists a supercompact cardinal" is consis- 
t~.~t then ZFC + "there exists a supercompact cardinai'" + "the first super- 
compact cardinal is the first strongly compact cardinal" is consistent 
Proof. Let ~: be a supercompact ardinal in V. By Theorem 4.2 we can 
assume that there is an unbounded subset o[ ~ of  measurable cardinals 
which violates G.C.H. Hence in V we can de~$ne the set A each of  who's 
members violates G.C.H. and is measurable, and get the forcing notion 
9~ as described in Section 2 and in tile paragraphs before Theorem 4.3. 
By Theorem 4.4 we can find a 9~ generic filter G such that in V[G] k 
is still supercompact. By Lemrna 4.4 every member of A still violates 
G.C,H. in V[G] (no cardinals were collapsed) and it is still strong limit 
cardinal, but each of them is singular, of cofinality w by Lcmma 2.6. 
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We use the main result o f  Solovay's [ 1 6]: 
" I ra  is a strongly compact  cardinal,  then  every k > ~ which is singu- 
lar and a strong l imit satisfies G .C .H."  
In  V[G] ,  K is the first strongly compact  because any  smal ler strongly 
compact  a with X ~ A, )~ > a will contradict  Solovay's Theorem.  [3 
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